Abstract:
Introduction

50
The climate change and anthropogenic activities accelerate soil erosion triggering soil 51 deterioration, and degrading terrestrial ecosystem over worldwide (Marques et the effect is meaningful to assessing the efficacy of soil control practices as well as 60 corresponding ecosystem service in semi-arid regions (Fu et al., 2011) .
61
The stochasticity approach based on probability theory is a crucial tool to describe 62 the random phenomenon and their ecohydrologic effects in natural condition.
63
Precipitation is one of most important source of environmental stochasticity to directly 
100
This significantly restricts the capacity of surface flow for delivering erosive particle 101 out of a soil-plant system during rainfall processes (Bautista et al., 2007 ;Puigdefá bregas, property in hydrological processes could also be affected by the hydrological function 113 of plant. Therefore, the application of stochasticity method on analyzing the interaction 114 between plant and soil erosion, could be meaningful to understand the mechanism of 115 erosion generation as well as to improve the accuracy of prediction.
116
In this study, we monitored soil erosion in three typical restoration vegetation types width, leaf area index, and the thickness of litter layer in T1 to T3 (Bonham, 1989) .
173
More information was showed in table 1
174
Figure 1 IB, IC, and ID which are mutually exclusive random event types composing I event.
218
According to the law of total probability, the probability of R event P(R) is defined as 
And ( | ) is conditional probability that R event occur given that m th I event type 222 has occurred. Similarly, the probability of S event P(S) are showed as follow:
Equation (2) and (3) quantify the effect of stochastic signal of rainfall on soil erosion.
225
On the other hand, supposing an R or S event has occurred stochastically, based on
226
Bayes formula, we furtherly deduces two equations as follow: indicates the interaction of rainfall and soil erosion.
238
We defined X, Y as two discrete random variables which are real-valued functions 
243
The probability of or times of R or S events could be quantified by the 244 probability mass function (PMF) as follow:
PMF in equation (6), (7) describe the general expression of probability distribution of 248 all possible numbers of times of R or S events. And the expectation and variance of X and Y are equation (10) and (11):
258 where x and y indicate all possible numbers of times of R and S occurring over n 259 independent I events which are also characterized as n Bernoulli experiments. However,
260
when the Bernoulli experiment is performed infinite independent times (n→∞), the 261 binomial PMF can be transformed into Poisson PMF, which is proved by appendix A.
262
Therefore, equation (8) and (9) can be transformed as follow: And expectation and variance of X and Y are :
where the parameter ≈ , ≈ . As a result, equation (8) (table 3) . Secondly, characterized as high average rainfall intensity (0.072 mm/min), IB 295 event has the second higher occurrence probability in each rainy season (figure 3). Even 296 in 2008, the proportion of IB to all I events (50%) was larger than that of IA (33%).
297
Although the average probability of IB event occurrence approximated to 5% in all O 
Stochasticity of soil erosion in vegetation types
314
Based on OCIRS system, the stochasticity of soil erosion in three restoration vegetation production, the probability of R event generation in T1 was generally less than that of Bayes become a more practicable and simplification system to supplement to the 406 studies on evaluating effect of rainfall properties on soil erosion in semi-arid 407 environment.
408
In this study, OCIRS-Bayes framework discovered that the probability of soil erosion 
450
The distribution of root system could be the third important morphological structure finally decreased the probability of soil erosion in T2.
462
The interactions between plant and soil erosion in semi-arid environment is a China, and draw the following conclusions:
547
(1) OCIRS-Bayes framework is an innovative analysis system which not only quantify 548 Let the random sample X 1 , X 2 , … , X → ( ) and assume the binomial 582 distribution as:
The likelihood function ( ) is joint binomial PDF with parameter as follow:
By taking logs on both side of equation (B2):
588
And differentiating with respect to in ( ) and let the result be zero: 
29
The likelihood function ( ) is joint PDF with parameter as follow:
Taking logs on ( ) in equation (B4) and differentiating logarithm function with 615 respect to :
Let the equation (C3) equal to zero, and has solution:
Therefore, ̂= X ̅ is the MLE of population parameter in Poisson PMF model. 
Consequently, MLE ̂= X ̅ is UMVUE of population parameter . 
